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Abstract
This paper addresses the aspects of computer aided analysis and design of mechatronic systems with
emphasis on their system dynamics and control. At first a rather general, however, perhaps also
somewhat subjective definition of mechatronic systems is given. Focussing on ground vehicle systems
(road, rail or aircraft on ground) the basic properties describing their system dynamics (handling,
stability, vibrations) are characterized.
The major mathematical models as well as analysis and design requirements are concluded from these
properties. The main CAE tools under consideration are Multibody Simulation (MBS), Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) and Computer Aided Control Engineering (CACE). It is then argued that MBS is the
proper choice for an integrating or synthesizing tool. However, the other CAE tools such as FEA,
CACE, CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) and, last but not least, CAD (Computer Aided Design)
are also needed.
The paper therefore suggests using a connected "tool box" with MBS as the kernel and with bi-
directional interfaces to and from the other CAE standard packages. The state-of-the-art of such a tool
chain is described and illustrated for a complex analysis and design issue of a "Mechatronic Train".
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1 Introduction
The question posed in the title of this paper within a Minisymposium on “Multibody Dynamics and
Mechatronics” could just be answered with an unconditional “yes”. However, it may be expected that
an interested and curious audience would ask about a few more details and reasons why, e.g.:
Why is that so and what alternatives would be available? Is Multibody Dynamics and Multibody
Systems (MBS) Software not just a subset of Computational Structural Mechanics and their associated
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) Software? What is really mechatronics (just another buzz word or an
interference of control engineers with our classical Mechanics?)? How does MBS-software fit in with
the standard Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) software as FEA or Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) and in particular with Computer Aided Design (CAD) packages often in front of FEA or CFD?
What is the state-of-the-art of modelling and simulation of mechatronic systems in particular vehicles?
What role does MBS play there in conjunction with control systems and their associated software,
called often CACE (Computer Aided Control Engineering) in order to analyze and design mechatronic
vehicles in research and industrial development?
This paper intents to answer these questions from the viewpoint of MBS and mechatronics. After a
brief look into the history of Multibody Dynamics and its relation to Structural Analysis a definition of
mechatronics and what mechatronics is about is given. Some subjective additions to the standard
definitions are given focusing in particular on innovative ground vehicle systems as railways, road
vehicles and aircraft on ground and their associated system dynamics.
The state-of-the-art and the current trends are briefly discussed with respect to the posed question.
Finally, the specific case of a mechatronic train is summarized to indicate the application of the
methods and software including their interfaces as discussed in the main body of the paper.
2 Definition and History of Multibody Systems
A multibody system (MBS) consists of a finite number of bodies having mass and/or inertia and which
are connected by weightless (modeled) joints and force elements. Joints are interconnections
restricting the degrees-of-freedom of contiguous bodies causing constraints. Force elements can be
passive causing reaction forces through their relative motion or active when the resulting applied
forces are the result of control systems (consisting of sensors, feedback laws and actuators). The
bodies of an MBS can be rigid or flexible; an MBS with rigid body and elastic degrees of freedom
(distributed elasticity) are sometimes called flexible MBS. The main clou of the MBS approach are
formalisms which establish the equations of motion of an MBS from its physical data such as
geometry, mass, inertia, joint descriptions and force laws.
The origin of the MBS approach dates back as far as the beginning of the last century, [1]. However,
due to the lack of computers the resulting formalisms and equations could not be explored further.
Applying the basic laws and principles of Mechanics to MBS was sort of re-invented with the space
age, where the need for equations of motion and their solution for complex satellites and spacecraft
occurred simultaneously with the availability of high speed digital computers, [2].
As the title of ref. [2] indicates control of MBS, i.e. active force elements where considered from the
very beginning. The reason was that even space vehicles were designed to achieve passive stability
(with no control or control off) through spin or gravity stabilization. The fine pointing orientation can
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only be achieved through attitude control systems (a first step towards mechatronic systems). Because
of these requirements even the early MBS software such as e.g. DISCOS, had options for active
components, which were not readily available at these days within finite element packages
NASTRAN.
Even early approaches as DISCOS, DADS and MEDYNA, see [3], encountered the need to include
bodies with distributed elasticity. But rather than the restricted approach to deal with completely
linearized equations as in FEA, the MBS approaches mostly assumed large rigid body motion plus a
modal approach for additional linear elastic degrees-of-freedom. Real vehicle motions such as
spacecraft and ground vehicles (with the partial exception of rail-guided vehicles, where the kinematic
equations can often be linearized) consist usually of large (unrestricted) rigid body motion with the
superposition of linear elastic deformation. Thus the MBS approach had definite advantages over the
FEA restrictions. FEA systems have extended step by step their restricting assumption, but their
original concepts are still present, e.g. in the solvers (the numerical integration algorithms), which are
often gaining advantages if a system can essentially be characterized by a set of second order linear
differential equations. It should be pointed out that the considering elastic degrees-of-freedom in MBA
codes is based on FEA codes as preprocessors, [4].
After the first peak of development of MBS codes was driven by space projects, MBS became of
interest to terrestrial system dynamic problems in mechanisms, in robotics and in particular in vehicle
technology such as MAGLEV (magnetically levitated vehicles), railways and road vehicles. Whereas
ADAMS (from which DADS was in major parts a derivative) almost became a monopolist in the
automotive are, MEDYNA proved to be the MBS Code with the most developed wheel/rail interaction
capabilities, [3].
The importance of MBS dynamics for vehicle technology was described in a number of surveys, [5],
[6], [7]; a special survey was dedicated to Professor Magnus on behalf of his 80th birthday [8].
With the background of these developments but based on a brand-new formalism yielding the
equations of motion with only 0(N)-operations, rather than the usual 0(N3), N being the number of
bodies, W. Rulka and his team developed SIMPACK at DLR, [9] and [10].
SIMPACK did not only become a new software concept but also overcame most restrictions of the
previous developments. It included flexible bodies, including often neglected geometric stiffening
effects (2nd order terms), [11], from the outset, the capability to export the overall system equations by
a symbolic code as well as the newest wheel/rail contact models, [11], to name just a few items. With
these functionalities and adapted numerical solvers to the types of the equations of motion SIMPACK
proves in most benchmarks, especially when using the advantages of the symbolic code to be the
leading MBS-code with respect to speed and robustness.
3 Definition and Objectives of Mechatronics
The purpose of this section is to define and explain the term mechatronics as well as to discuss the
possible potentials of mechatronic designs as compared to more classical procedure of system
development.
A definition: Mechatronics is the synergetic combination of (precision) mechanical engineering,
electronics, control engineering, and computer sciences, see Fig. 11
                                                     
1 Both, definition, Fig. 1 and some explanations are adapted from Craig and Stolfi, [13]
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Figure 1: Elements of mechatronics, from [13]
The key element in mechatronics is the integration of these areas throughout the whole design process.
The term mechatronics being created originally by the Japanese and being synthesized from
Mechanics and Electronics was in the beginning met with scepticism (“It is just another expression
for Electromechanics”). Today it is well accepted, [14], because
• It is the multidisciplinary technology behind often so-called smart components, systems and
factories.
• It is a design philosophy, an integrating approach to engineering design.
• Characteristic of mechatronic devices and systems is their built-in intelligence. Machines are
becoming functional computers.
• Mechatronics is the heart of products as automobiles, aircraft, railways, modern machine tools
etc.
Sometimes the precise meaning of a term becomes clearer to differentiate it from related terminology:
i)  Mechatronics is not Simultaneous (or Concurrent) Engineering; Concurrent Engineering bridges
the process from early design to manufacturing, but electrical mechanical, controls and computer
science continue to operate in separate environments each group dealing with the product
separately (“vertical” integration).
Mechatronics integrates electrical, mechanical, control and computer engineering knowledge in
design and manufacturing (“horizontal” integration), Fig. 2. Ideally Concurrent Engineering and
mechatronics are applied simultaneously, Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Concurrent engineering and mechanics, from [13]
ii)  Mechatronics is not just Control Systems; mechatronics draws heavily on the concepts of control
systems because they provide a coherent framework for system analysis and design. Controls,
however, are an integral component to any Mechatronic design, including open loop and
feedforward control structures.
iii)  Mechatronics is not Electromechanics, which is often understood as the design of prime movers:
a.c. motors, d.c. motors, solenoids etc. more general, electromechanics  is often understood as the
classical serial procedure to first design the mechanical parts of the system, model it and then add
on a control system to improve its precision, speed, comfort, handling, in general extending its
limits through added active control, Table 1.
In this sense electromechanical of feedback controlled mechanical systems can be a very meaningful
add on to an original passive system. Examples are:
1) active pantographs to improve existing generations of pantographs via active control to
achieve higher speeds, less wear, controlled contact forces [14],
2) semi-active control of truck suspensions in order to reduce the wear of road surfaces (“road
friendly trucks”), [15].
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Table1: Properties of mechatronic versus electro-mechanical systems (similar to [16])
Electromechanic Design Mechatronic Design
Added Electronics Integrated Components
1 Bulky Compact
2 Complex Mechanisms Simple Mechanics
3 Cables/Wire Complex Bus or Wireless
4 Connected Components Autonomous Units
Simple Control Integrated Control
5 Stiff Heavy Construction Lightweight Construction
6 Feedforward and Analog
Control
Programmable Digital Control
7 Precision through Narrow-
Tolerances
Precision through Sensors and
Control
8 Nonmeasurable States
Uncontrolled
Control of Unmeasured Computed
Quantities
9 Simple Limiting Monitoring Health Monitoring and Fault Diagnosis
10 Fixed Qualities Learning Qualities
Mechatronic systems in a strict sense however, are systems that combine an optimum blend of all
available technologies, which can only be achieved if through the whole design process these
technologies are concurrently considered. Then the overall benefits are maximized, Fig. 3, as: Shorter
development cycles, lower costs, increased quality, increased reliability, increased performance,
increased benefits to the customer.
Figure 3: Benefits of mechatronics design versus classical design and electromechanics
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One should be aware, however, that the boundaries between electromechanics and “truly” mechatronic
systems are not so sharp, because systems applying mechatronic concepts today may be identified later
as not having found a true optimum because not all possible design degrees of freedom have been
taken into account. The difference is made to indicate the objectives and the direction of new
developments.
4 Modelling and Computational Requirements for Mechatronic (Vehicle)
Systems
The foregoing definitions and discussions revealed by closer inspection the major modelling
requirements for simulating mechatronic systems in general; these as well as some special requests
will be discussed now.
The required modelling features are somewhat independent as to whether electromechanical
(controlled mechanical systems) are included or whether only “true” mechatronic designs are
considered. However, “true” mechatronic designs will lead to completely new systems and large
development jumps with much less expensive to be carried over from previous “models”. New models
are always a great challenge for simulation and modelling because there do not exist verified and
validate forerunners, so unexpected dynamic behaviour, in particular new nonlinear phenomena as
limit cycles and even chaotic motions may occur which are not known from previous experiences.
As mentioned above, the mechatronic systems are not purely mechanical systems with add-on control
functionality and actuators, but complex systems, in which the mechanical systems and their
controllers should be designed simultaneously. Moreover, the systems tend to be lightweight
constructions, it means that even rigid body approach is not able to describe the proper behaviour, the
elastic elements are required. This requirement leads to multidisciplinary simulation environment.
The vehicle systems are significantly nonliner, the elements such as tyres, dampers, bump stops can be
hardly linearized for their whole workspace. If such typical elements are mentioned, the idea of
parametric databases occurs. The databases should contain the basic vehicle substructures, e.g.
suspension elements, tyres, which are parameterized.
Moreover, the vehicle systems are usually fully three-dimensional systems, which are designed in
CAD packages. There are two consequences of this statement. The vehicles must be modelled as
spatial models, however, in some early development phases are reduced models acceptable.
Furthermore, it would be helpful, if the mechatronic simulation tools could use the geometrical data,
which are already defined in CAD tools. And, if the CAD 3D data are one available, the data can be
also used for the final animation of the vehicles. The animation is not just an option for the
presentations, but also can help the designed to visualize the overall system behaviour in better way
than just plots of some states not only to debug the model.
Another important point is the numerical efficiency. The different modelling approaches for e.g.
mechanics, control and actuators result in different types of equations with different numerical
behaviour. The problem is not only to solve the equations, but also despite more and more powerful
computers to solve the equations efficiently. For example, the numerical techniques, which are
optimized for one type of equations used in control synthesis, which is based on ordinary differential
equations (ODE), cannot handle the problems of wheel/rail contact, which are usually connected with
differential algebraic equations (DAE).
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5 Alternative Solutions
The previous sections defined the requirements for the mechatronic simulation tools. The tools
required for mechatronic simulation must be especially able to model and simulate MBS, FEA with
CACE including significant nonlinearities and with possibility to get geometrical data from CAD.
Since this paper is focused on the mechatronic systems and the mechatronic vehicles in particular, the
mechanical parts of the vehicles can be easily modelled by multibody approach; the final behaviour of
rigid bodies can be described by differential equations e.g. similar to Newton-Euler equations.
Furthermore, the modelling of elastic structures is needed.
The question is if any general simulation tools, such as MATLAB/Simulink and similar, are the best
solution. Despite they are excellent for controller design and have enormous number of application
specific toolboxes, such tools do not cover all the requirements mentioned in the previous chapter.
Particularly the simple 3D mechanical modelling and handling of DAE are the strongest arguments
against such tools. At present it seems that there are no all-in-one systems, which can cover all the
requirements. Which possibilities are offered to those, who needs to simulate a complex mechatronic
models:
 Newly developed system, perhaps based on Dymola/Modelica environment, seem to be the best
solution how to simulate the mechatronic vehicles in a single environment, [17]. However, the
development did not reach the final stage to cover all the requirements for mechatronic vehicles
defined in this paper and it would take some time to successfully finish the development and to
establish such a tool.
 Present solution is to combine some existing software tools by specialized interfaces. The
connection can be performed on three basic levels:
1. Modelling level, such as bond graphs,
2. Equation level, such as symbolic code and
3. Co-simulation.
An overview on the coupling techniques between MBS and CACE gives [18]. The interfaces can be
classified according many points of view, e.g. model description, numeric integration, programming
technique, data flow, model reduction etc. These classification criteria define large basis for different
types of interfaces. Just one interface between two tools can exists, but more usual is to offer more
interfaces. Since every of connection has certain advantages and disadvantages for a particular case,
the universal solution does not exist.
An example of possible interfaces between MBS and CACE tools presents Fig. 4. The simplest way is
to generate the linear system matrices for some linearization state and to pass them to the CACE tool.
The MBS tool has in this case just some preprocessing function. Such a linear system interface is
suitable for linear system analysis and control design. However, the final check of the controller must
be performed with a nonlinear model. Similar pre-processing is also implemented with to get an elastic
body description from the FEA packages to the MBS code.
Nonlinear multibody systems can be described by sets of nonlinear differential equations. A symbolic
code generated by MBS, which represents the nonlinear differential equations describing a specific
multibody model can be further used by another package and vice versa, the MBS code can
incorporate a code generated by another package. This coupling is nonlinear, but it does not offer the
tuning of both systems together, the structure of exported model is fixed, eventually the parameters
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can be modified; it is hard to realize the idea of simultaneous design of mechanical and control
subsystems.
Last four interfaces presented in Fig. 4 already allow tuning of both systems; the difference is just in
numerical integration and programming technique. The complex system can be numerically integrated
in one package or co-simulation can be performed (the sign “*” indicates on which side the numerical
integration is done). Furthermore, it can be distinguished between one and multi process solution. The
multi process solutions are usually based on some inter process communication (IPC) techniques. The
co-simulation is usual also between MBS and CFD or FEA packages.
Linear System
A, B, C, D in file ∗
Symbolic Code
FORTRAN Code ∗
Function Call
Right side
∗
Co-Simulation∗ ∗
Input/Output
MBS CACEInterfaces
MBS model 
Animation
Controller Synthesis
Inverse Symbolic Code
∗ C-Code
IPC
Input/Output
∗ ∗
Inverse Function Call∗ Right side
Figure 4. Possible interfaces between MBS and CACE tools
Another question is, where to find a common point to interface all the packages needed for
mechatronic design, i.e. including at least FEA, MBS and CACE. The current development shows that
MBS can easily play the role of the common tool, the platform, which can integrate all interfaces with
CAE packages. The MBS package SIMPACK is traditionally very active in the interfacing with other
packages, see Fig. 5. The connection with MBS code as a kernel and the CACE, FEA, CAD and CFD
packages around is from the present point of view the optimal solution for the mechatronic design
process.
The current developments are focused on melting FEA and MBS codes, there will be just one code for
modelling of mechanical systems available. This process will intensify the role of the kernel tool,
which will probably originate from such melted tools.
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CACEMBS
FEACAD
CFD
Multidisciplinary
Optimized
System
SIM PACK
Concept
Figure 5. SIMPACK and CAE Environment
6 Application in Mechatronic Train Developments
The traditional railway suspension concept is almost 200 years old: the railway bogie has been
invented and patented in 1809. A conventional railway wheelset consisting of two cone-profiled
wheels and connected by a rigid axle is used even since the railway transport began. The first
significant analytical approaches were dated 1960s and were connected with the new computational
tools and methods, [19], because the modelling of wheel/rail contact is not a simple theoretical task.
The fast development of microelectronics enabled in 1990’s a huge explosion of computer and control
devices on board of the trains, but the bogie concept and mainly the wheelsets remains in most cases
without conceptual changes.
An extensive overview of active railway suspensions gives [19]. The recent development results in
new concepts, in which the classical bogie vehicles are replaced by lighter vehicles with two or even
one axle per vehicle; the vehicles will be mechanically more straightforward [20]. The vehicles
without conventional bogies will no longer profit from so-called mechanical pre-filtering of rail
irregularities, and moreover, the vehicles will be lighter. However, both these factors have negative
influence on ride comfort, which should be considered in vehicle suspension design, in which the
passive elements are replaced by active. These drawbacks of mechanically simpler vehicles are hardly
to be addressed by passive design, which has been almost driven to its limits, additional improvements
can be expected from mechatronic design, which introduce new active elements with suitable control
laws.
The conventional wheelset is designed to deal with a trade-off between straight and curving
performance. Active control of wheelset, or new concepts replacing the traditional wheelset with the
controlled independently rotating wheels can overcome the trade-off in the wheelset design.
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The potential of an integrated design of mechatronic systems for railway vehicles was studied by an
international research in a project titled  “Mechatronic Technologies for Trains of the Future” funded
by the European Commission, [20].
The project studied among the others the control possibilities using actuators applied to both solid-
axles and axles with independently rotating wheels. Since the independently rotating wheels without
control have pure curving performance, the project has studied control methods, which can provide
both stabilization and guidance of the axles, a technique, which can be used for any of the chosen
vehicle configurations. The use of differential torque between two independently rotating wheels on an
axle has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally on a laboratory roller rig, [21].
Further possibility is e.g. directly steered wheels, in which the wheels rotate independently and are
mounted such that they can be steered about a vertical axis, [20].
In order to present the capabilities of mechatronic vehicles, so-called software demonstrator (Fig. 6)
equipped with advanced control functions such as actively controlled independently rotating wheels
and secondary suspension has been developed, [22]. Therefore an integrated design approach for
suspension, traction and steering control is required.
Figure 6. Mechatronic train demonstrator
From the point of view of mechatronic train design, the mechanical system should be designed
simultaneously together with the control unit and the traction actuator as shown in previous sections.
SIMPACK as an MBS program and MATLAB/Simulink as a control design package were selected for
the simulation and control design. Despite SIMPACK and MATLAB/Simulink were connected by a
number of special interfaces in order to support the complex mechatronic design, not all interfaces
were suitable for the project. Railway vehicles with wheel/rail contact are described with DAEs.
Because of missing DAE solver in MATLAB/Simulink all interfaces, which numerically integrated
whole model in MATLAB, were rejected, see Fig. 4. The co-simulation interfaces together with a
newly developed inverse function call interface were selected for the coupling of mechanical train
models, including elasticity, with the control systems.
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The software demonstrator is an advanced vehicle concept, an articulated vehicle which consists of
three units supported by four axles, see Fig. 6. The vehicle is equipped with a single axle bogie
construction, which distinguishes between primary and secondary suspension. Each bogie carries
independently rotating wheels. Such a mechanical model has more than 160 states.
The innovative concept of torque control is used for the independently rotating wheels control, [21].
Basic idea of this approach is to control the torque interacting between the two wheels of an axle in
order to stabilize the running behaviour of the vehicle far beyond the critical speed of the conventional
wheelset by controlling that relative torque. The axle can also be actively steered if the torque can be
introduced actively with arbitrary amount and direction, independent from an eventual relative rotation
of the two wheels. This is mainly to position the axle in lateral direction in order to improve curve
running. Guidance and drive don't influence each other directly and are only coupled via the friction
forces between wheel and rail.
The vertical comfort of the vehicle is increased by controllable secondary suspension, which is based
on semi-active air springs. The suspension controller is designed by optimization, in order to include
all influences to the comfort.
The demonstrator development emphasizes, according to [22], that mechanically simple vehicle
configurations need active suspensions to achieve good comfort levels. Moreover, the mechatronic
vehicles need to be simulated as complete systems because of improper open loop function,
interactions between control and structural dynamics and interactions between various control loops.
7 Summary
The paper has summarized the requirements on simulation tools for the mechatronic vehicle design.
Such tools must include capabilities to simulate mechanical systems including elasticity and
nonlinearities, further, must support controller synthesis and should be able to simulate fluid dynamics,
must support the users with component and substructure databases, must be able to collaborate with
CAD packages and last but not least must be numerically efficient. The all-in-one tools are not enough
developed at present time for such a complex requirements. Thus the existing specialized tools
connected with a number of interfaces has practical advantage.
The paper presented an actual position of an MBS tool as a kernel of such coupling of simulation
tools. The interfaces from the MBS SIMPACK tool to CAE environment are already developed and
tested on many studies. The design of the demonstrator from the Mechatronic Train project confirmed
that the mechatronic vehicles need to be simulated as complete systems.
The future trends, such as melting of MBS and FEA tool as well as development of new multi-
disciplinary simulation packages will modify the role of MBS software tools. These trends could also
change the answer to the question posed in the title of this paper in the future, but today the
combination through interfaces presented in the paper is the best solution for mechatronic systems and
mechatronic vehicles in particular. It means that the answer to the question in the title is not only
“yes”, but it must be stressed that the MBS tools play a key role in such environments for
developments of mechatronic vehicles.
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